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Core Resistance Training Strength Improvements
Relate to Gains in Balance for Adults with
Paraplegia
Hannah Mercier (Harvard Medical School), Dong-il Kim,
J. Andrew Taylor

Research Objectives: To determine the effect of an 8-week core resistance

training intervention on muscle strength, balance, mobility independence,

concern for falling, and self-efficacy for exercising in adults with para-

plegic spinal cord injury (SCI).

Design: Prospective, assessed participant outcomes at baseline (Week 0)

and post-intervention (Week 8).

Setting: Community-based exercise facility.

Participants: Adult volunteers with paraplegia (nZ7; AIS T4-T11; Mean

years since injury 15.9 [SD16.7]).

Interventions: 8-week strength training intervention focused on core

muscle strengthening to achieve a goal of greater seated balance. Included

8 supervised movements using a cable tower: trunk anterior flexion, trunk

lateral flexion (right, left), trunk extension, and upwards and downwards

trunk rotation (right, left).

Main Outcome Measure(s):Maximum Strength (1-Repetition Maximum),

Activity-based Balance Level Evaluation sitting balance subscale (ABLE);

Spinal Cord Injury Functional Index Computer Adaptive Test Basic

Mobility subscale; Falls Concern Scale for people with Spinal Cord Injury;

SCI Exercise Self-Efficacy Scale.

Results: Paired t-tests demonstrated strength improvements for all exer-

cises (p < 0.05), averaging over 200% gains. Five of seven participants

demonstrated improvement in seated balance. Furthermore, increases in

strength were related to increased balance (RZ0.71). Self-reported

mobility independence did not change although concern for falling

significantly decreased (pZ0.03). Self efficacy for exercise tended to in-

crease after the intervention (pZ0.08).

Conclusion/Discussion: Significant gains in strength can be safely ach-

ieved in persons with paraplegia after two months of resistance training.

Core Resistance training can translate into functional balance gains.

However, the ABLE may not be sensitive to improvements since increases

were rarely demonstrated if scores were high at baseline, i.e., a ceiling

effect in the seated subscale.
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Correlation Within the Piece-Meal Deglutition,
MDADI and UPDRS in Early Stage of Parkinson’s
Disease
Tingta Tsai (Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, Chang Gung Me-
morial Hospital), Chin-Man Wang

Research Objectives: To identify the Correlation within the piece-meal

deglutition, MDADI and UPDRS in early stage of Parkinson’s disease.

Design: This is a prospective cohort study. The subjects’ characteristics

were recorded. Furthermore, MDADI and UPDR scale were also filled.

After finished self-reported questionnaires, a non-invasive swallowing and

respiration assessment system based on Biopac system were used to

examine the presence of piece-meal deglutition during swallowing test.

Setting: This prospective cohort study was performed at a tertiary referral

medical center.

Participants: 42 patients with early-stage PD were recruited.

Interventions: No interventions.
www.archives-pmr.org
Main Outcome Measure(s): MDADI is a fair assessment for evaluating

the impact of dysphagia on the QOL of patients with PD. It could also

predict the severity of dysphagia in PD patients.

Results: The swallowing subscale of UPDRS, UPDRS-II and total UPDRS
scores were moderate correlated with MDADI subscales and the sum of all

subscales.The regression analysis of PMD with MDADI, UPDRS,

UPDRS-II and swallowing subscale of UPDRS showed all p-values were

> 0.05(pZ0.133, 0.596, 0.465 and 0.876, respectively) . The regression

analysis of PMD with four subscales(global, emotional, functional, phys-

ical) of MDADI also showed all p-values were > 0.05(pZ0.131, 0.087,

0.316 and 0.295, respectively).

Conclusion/Discussion: MDADI, especially emotional subscale, may be

relatively predictable of the severity of dysphagia in PD patients than

UPDRS. MDADI is also a fair assessment for evaluating the impact of

dysphagia on the QOL of patients with PD. However, objective tools such

as the non-invasive swallowing study for dysphagia diagnosis is still

necessary in early stage PD.

Key Words: MD Anderson Dysphagia Inventory scales(MDADI), Unified

Parkinson Disorder Rating Scale(UPDRS), Parkinson’s Disease
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Daily Living and Participation for Adolescents and
Young Adults with a Spinal Cord Injury
Carol Haywood (University of Southern California)

Research Objectives: To investigate experiences of day-to-day life for

adolescents and young adults (AYAs) with an acquired spinal cord injury

(SCI) and their caregivers. Primary areas of focus included meanings of

participation, aspects of time use, coordination of care, and relationships of

experience and psychosocial development.

Design: Multi-phase, qualitative study with narrative and phenomenolog-

ical methods, including individual and group interviews, activity obser-

vations, visual timelines marked by prominent life experiences, and

investigator field notes. Participants were followed for periods ranging

from 2-14 months, depending on their levels of study involvement. All

interviews were audio recorded, transcribed verbatim, and coded in

NVivo11 for analysis.

Setting: Communities in Los Angeles County, CA.

Participants: Purposive sampling strategies were used to recruit and enroll

participants (NZ17: 9 AYAs, 8 caregivers) who could speak from diverse

experiences or circumstances. To participate, AYAs must have been aged

15-22 years, acquired a SCI within the past five years, and used a

wheelchair for primary mobility.

Interventions: Not applicable.
Main Outcome Measure(s): Data were analyzed categorically, themati-

cally, and narratively within and across-cases to identify possible meanings

and implications of life experiences.

Results: Diversity of experiences was remarkable, but data revealed a

number of common, overarching themes. Primarily: there were complex

relationships between the body and autonomy; SCIs disrupted develop-

mental trajectories; and a range of resources appeared to mediate hope

and action.

Conclusion/Discussion: Daily life experiences are multifaceted for AYAs

and their caregivers after SCI, and they may have significant implications

on numerous long-term outcomes. Findings reveal several areas, which

must be further investigated as possible agents affecting quality of life and

well-being.
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Rehabiltiation
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